STUDENT TRANSITION RULES BELONGING TO THE STUDY PLAN 120 CREDITS OF MASTER IN WEALTH MANAGEMENT WHO HAVE STARTED IN SEPTEMBER 2018

Compulsory courses - First part

Module Investments and Portfolio Management

1. Students who have acquired S413166 Hedge Funds (3 ECTS) cannot take S413170 Hedge Funds (6 ECTS).
2. Students who have acquired S413011 Real Estate (3 ECTS) cannot take S403118 Real Estate Investment (6 ECTS).
3. Students who have acquired S413064 Sustainable Finance (3 ECTS) cannot take S403119 Sustainable Finance (6 ECTS).

Module Entrepreneurship & Innovation or Elective courses

1. Students who have acquired S413012 iTrek - Startup Project I (6 ECTS) and S413013 iTrek - Startup Project II* (3 ECTS) cannot take S413014 Entrepreneurship - Startup Project (9 ECTS).

* You need to register for this course by completing the form "Inscription à un enseignement"

Specialization courses - Second part

1. Students who have acquired S413070 Wealth Management and law in practice (3 ECTS) cannot take S413071 Wealth Management and law in practice (6 ECTS).